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BACKGROUND

Today’s financial buyers require sales teams to understand their organization, their corporate objectives
and performance, and the specific requirements of their industry. They expect a knowledgeable vendor
to work with their team to credibly quantify the potential financial impact (multiyear costs and benefits)
of a proposed solution—to earmark budget and cost justify the investment. Moreover, financial and
business buyers expect a certain level of financial acumen in the conversation—the translation of
technology features and performance metrics into business benefits and financial metrics.
Technology Finance Partners (TFP) leverages nearly two decades of enterprise technology sales support
experience to deliver financial sales execution training. This training focuses on the financial aspect of
the sale so that sales professionals are better equipped to manage financial selling activities in parallel
with the technical sale. A typical program involves custom onsite training, followed by a mix of periodic
reinforcement training throughout the year. Figure 1 provides a conceptual annual timeline.
Figure 1: Financial Sales Execution Training Annual Timeline

CUSTOMIZED TRAINING
TFP sales training is designed to teach sales professionals how to communicate and execute in the
financial buyer’s language. Customized training is comprised of several key financial selling execution
competencies, including:
•
•
•
•

Financial Acumen
Value Selling
Negotiation
Executive Presentation
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FINANCIAL ACUMEN
This core course is designed for sales professionals to learn basic financial acumen through an
understanding of the three key financial statements: the income statement, balance sheet, and cash
flow statement. We introduce each financial statement, define the key metrics, and illuminate trends to
deliver insight into the financial health of an organization—insight that can be leveraged throughout the
sales cycle.
We then discuss your solution’s key value drivers and how they can impact a prospect’s key financial
metrics, estimating the potential value through industry benchmarks.
Course Objectives:
•
•
•
•

Obtain a basic understanding of the financial statements in a 10-K & 10-Q
Learn how to find key financial information with respect to your key value drivers
Acquire skills for sleuthing trigger events and other intelligence from earnings releases
Get educated on leveraging benchmark data to estimate values your solution can deliver

We provide handouts to reinforce learnings after the course is completed.
Figure 2: Example Handout
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VALUE SELLING
We begin the value selling training with a short version of our popular value inventory workshop. The
value inventory workshop is a two-part program. First, by buyer persona, we determine and rank the
business reasons why prospects buy in your solution category. Second, we assess what your
competitive value is for each buying reason and how a prospect can monetize it.
We then teach participants to use this new knowledge to create quantitative discovery questions that
lead to a thorough understanding of how to establish the cost of status quo and how to drive value
against that cost. We then use status quo costs and your value to calculate the cost of decision delay-a
critical tactic in today’s spending-averse selling environment
Course Objectives:
•
•
•
•

Obtain experiential training on your solution’s key value drivers
Use value drivers to develop quantitative discovery questions
In conjunction with Financial Acumen, learn how to build a business value hypothesis
Develop a technique for calculating the cost of status quo and decision delay
Figure 3: Value Inventory Example (Excerpt)
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NEGOTIATION
Improving your negotiating skills can help reduce discounting, improve the average deal size, and ensure
you don’t waste time on deals that will never close. By reducing the amount of discounting your
organization gives away each year you could increase shareholder value considerably.
For example, if you were a one billion dollar sales organization and your average discount was 35%, you
would be giving away $538.4M. By working with TFP, you could reduce your discounting by 10% and
recover $53.8M back to your top line revenue. That could be as much as a $200,000,000 improvement in
market cap!
Two keys to negotiation are understanding your prospect’s financial drivers and coming from a
foundation of value with respect to your solution. This course often follows Financial Acumen and Value
Selling training or if a standalone, incorporates concepts from those two courses. In addition to
addressing discount requests, objection handling and trading gives for gets, the course is framed by
learning how to use TFP’s propietary Negotation Strategy Worksheet—custom designed for your
organization.
Course Objectives
•
•
•
•

Improve your negotiating skills, strategy, and sales execution
Understand how to reduce discounting to increase revenue, margin, and market valuation
Learn how to use TFP’s Negotiation Strategy Worksheet for future negotiations
Negotiate better deals for both you and your customer
Figure 4: Sample Agenda
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EXECUTIVE PRESENTATION
How do you know if your executive presentations are effective? In many cases, you only have one shot
at this critical audience—the financial decision makers who are going to make or break your deal. In this
training we provide you with insights and techniques you can use to ensure that you are ultimately
delivering a winning presentation.
Based on client needs we leverage our field support and tool building experience to share best practices
for financial sales execution during an executive presentation. We look at five critical factors to an
executive presentation: Education, Value, Credibility, Accuracy, and Delivery. We pursue each topic to
help provide a deeper understanding of how to create content that will resonate with your audience.
This hands-on training course is designed for participants to take actual presentations and improve their
look, feel, and delivery. Our goal is to spark creative thought, while providing new techniques to
improve your presentation skills.
Course Objectives
•
•
•
•

Develop presentations that educate and provide value
Gain techniques to improve credibility
Learn tips to ensure accuracy
Understand how to succinctly present a business case
Figure 5: Sample Presentation Slide of a Business Case Summary
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TRAINING FORMATS

Our custom onsite programs typically run 4-8 hours, but can be tailored to meet the given needs. The
trainings generally consist of lecture, interactive exercises, and role-playing activities. In role-playing we
encourage sales professionals to present their discovery for financial acumen, value estimations for
value selling or perhaps negotiate for prizes and pride.
To reinforce the onsite training program, we offer optional follow up webcasts and eLearning modules.
Based on feedback from the onsite training, our team of experts creates custom online programs that
are designed to provide sales professionals with the information they need to continue honing their
financial sales execution skills.
Figure 6: Some eLearning and Webinar Topics
Financial Acumen

Value Selling

Negotiation

Executive Presentation

Financial fundamentals

Status quo assessment

The negotiation
strategy worksheet

The executive
summary

Business case metrics

Connecting pain to
value

Objection handling

Presenting the business
case

Understanding budgets

Building a business
value hypothesis

Protecting discount
(and margin)

Ensuring accuracy and
credibility

Tying value drivers to
financials

Building a business
case

Negotiating gives for
gets

Presentation and
delivery tips

To learn more about TFP's financial sales execution training visit our website, email us at
info@technologyfinanceparterns.com, or call us at the number below.
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